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Introduction

Often, several SDKs might appear appropriate candidates, but choosing the wrong one could waste a lot of your time. Discover which SDK "belongs" to each Business Objects product you've installed. Learn how to choose the best one and get your development project off to the right start. Understand the differences between the component SDKs and the Enterprise SDKs, when each is most appropriate, and how you can easily upgrade component technologies to server-based technologies. You'll leave this breakout with a solid understanding of how each SDK fits into the Business Objects and Crystal product roadmap, and how you can find resources to help your development projects.

Business Objects provides a full stack of BI Products

What do you need to do today?
- Do you need to create a desktop application or a web application?
- Do you need centralized report management?
- Do you have existing investments in Crystal Reports, WebI Reports, Desktop Intelligence/Full Client Documents, or MS Office documents that needs to be integrated?
- What kind of load are you expecting on your application?
- How fast do your reports need to run?
- Architecture, are there numerous firewalls I need to navigate?
- Do I build security or do I want to piggy back off an existing security infrastructure?
- Do I need to modify or create reports at runtime?
- How will I scale this application as my needs grow?
- Do I have to use a specific programming language?
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Business Objects has a number of APIs available to customize and embed reporting and query and analysis tools into your applications. Business Objects products provide two primary API deployment scenarios for embedding their products into third party applications: component deployment and server deployment.

Component Deployment

Component deployment is currently supported by our Crystal Reports product. In this deployment scenario, you can embed the Crystal Reports runtime engine inside third party application processes. This gives you the ability to embed reporting inside of your applications without having to build your own complex report engines. Business Objects currently provides these component APIs in both Java and .NET, and they are available in all of the leading developer IDEs. You can access these APIs through these products:

- Crystal Reports 2008
- Crystal Reports XI Developer
- Microsoft Visual Studio
- Crystal Reports for Eclipse
- Rational Application Developer

Enterprise Server Deployment

One of the limitations of the component deployment scenario is that the Crystal Reports engine is embedded in the same application process as the third party application. This means that they share the same application resources such as memory and CPU cycles. In some cases the load on the report engine can be very high given the number of end users and the popularity of the reports. In these scenarios we recommend moving to a server deployment where the report processing is moved to a separate server process.

Business Objects provides a number of products to support this deployment scenario. Our server products also provide features that allow for report scheduling, integrated LDAP and Active Directory security, load balancing, fault tolerance, and much more. Another benefit to using one of our server products is the addition to new reports types that support adhoc query and analysis and dynamic dashboard content. Like the component scenario the server products also have fully featured Java and .NET APIs. In contrast to the component APIs the server APIs are client APIs and control the functions of the server products. You can get access to these features through these products:

- Crystal Reports Server
- Business Objects Edge
- Business Objects Enterprise
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Which SDK?

Enterprise SDKs

The BusinessObjects Enterprise SDK is comprised of all the following SDKs that work together to enable you to create applications with the functionality similar that found in Infoview and the Central Management Console (CMC):

- **Enterprise SDK** – With the Enterprise SDK, you can create Java, .NET, or ASP web portal applications, view all report types, use report creation and modification APIs, manage users, instances, groups, custom programs and events, and access security and scalability features.

- **Report Application Server (RAS) SDK** – Use when you want to create and modify Crystal reports at runtime, push data into reports with ResultSets, RecordSets, DataSets, POJOs, or Object Collections, and/or change your database at runtime (for example, from a development to production database). NOTE that if you do not need to modify reports at runtime, then it is recommended that you use the Page Server for optimal performance when viewing reports.

- **Universe Designer SDK** – Use this SDK to create and modify Universes using COM components.

- **Desktop Intelligence SDK** – Use this SDK to automate Desktop Intelligence documents. You can create VBA macros that encapsulate common commands and functions to run inside Desktop Intelligence applications, create plug-ins to add optional commands, features, and data sources, and implement custom events that run when runtime events are triggered.

- **Report Engine SDK** – The Report Engine SDK is available in .NET (RENET) and Java (REBEAN) and is used to view Desktop Intelligence and Web Intelligence documents. Use the Interactive Editor Integration sample for easier integration into custom viewing applications. For user authentication and security, use the Enterprise SDK.

- **Viewers SDK** – Use when you want to view Crystal reports instances or templates. The Viewers SDK is available in Java, .NET, and COM APIs and handles common viewing scenarios such as paging, exporting, searching, drilling-down, and printing, and common exporting scenarios such as PDF and Microsoft Office. This SDK also handles prompting and filtering – you can either allow the viewer to prompt users or you can set the values yourself in your application.

- Figure 1 provides an example of how three of the SDKs work together to modify and view a Crystal report.
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Figure 1

**Collaboration Example: Modify and View a Crystal Report**

The BusinessObjects Enterprise SDK supports Java, .NET, and COM. Enterprise SDK applications can handle cluster failover, management of all objects such as reports, folders, users, programs, calendars, and events, security for all objects including users, groups, folders, and reports, and advanced scheduling of reports for non-peak hours, to different export formats, and using complex business rules using events.
Web Services SDK

The Web Services SDK supports .NET and Java client APIs and provides full access to all Enterprise plug-ins (for example, publishing and scheduling). This SDK allows you to view all report types, create smart clients that connect to enterprise data (for example, Xcelsius), easily connect through firewalls, create and modify queries using managed Universes, consume WSDL files directly to support other client languages, and share business intelligence services between companies and departments.

The loosely coupled application architecture of the Web Services SDK allows for easier integration. The SDK also provides simplified access to objects in the BusinessObjects Enterprise repository using a Universe Resource Identifier (URI) based query. Figure 1 shows a typical BusinessObjects Web Services Architecture.

Figure 1

When to Use the Enterprise or Web Service SDK

Use the Enterprise SDK when you need the highest performance possible, access to the Report Application Server (RAS) SDK to create or modify Crystal reports, and/or ability to create or modify Web Intelligence documents (reports). Use the Web Services SDK when you need to create smart client applications that connect to enterprise data, easy access from client to server through complex firewall infrastructures, and/or Web Service access to your enterprise server to fit some integration need. For more information about the differences between these two SDKs, download the white paper Comparing the Enterprise and Web Services SDKs.

Reminders

Crystal Reports Server includes the same Enterprise SDKs as BusinessObjects Enterprise. However, Crystal Reports Server does not include or provides access to Web Intelligence, Desktop Intelligence, or universes.

If you do not need to create or modify reports at runtime, then do not use the Report Application Server (RAS) SDK to view reports. Instead, use the BusinessObjects Enterprise Page and Cache servers for optimal performance.
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Component SDKs

Unlike the Enterprise SDKs, the Component SDKs do not work together and are available only in Crystal Reports:

- **Java Reporting Component (JRC)** for use in Crystal Reports for Eclipse, BEA WebLogic Workshop, IBM Rational Studio
- **Report Designer Component (RDC)** for use in Microsoft Visual Studio 6
- **Crystal Reports for .NET** for use in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET

Component SDKs Features

These SDKs provide customizable and embeddable viewers, royalty-free runtime for desktop application deployment, static report processing and viewing, complex runtime report creation and modification, and Web reporting components for your web site.

When to Use the Component SDK

It is recommended to use one or more of the component SDKs when you

- Need a small self-contained component desktop application
- Are deploying a small web application that will be accessed by a department or work group in your company
- Run most reports in an on-demand scenario
- Want to embed the reporting engine into your application process

When Not to Use the Component SDK

It is NOT recommended to use component SDKs under any of these scenarios:

- Mission critical web applications with report processing failover.
- Reports need to run at specific times, based on specific events, or on the successful completion of a third party business process.
- Share report objects like formulas, SQL commands, text objects and images in the object-oriented repository.
- Manage shared reports in company repository
- Web service access to enterprise data
- Complex and powerful semantic data layer required
- Robust security options for user, group, object, and folder levels
- Reliable batch report processing
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Outgrowing the Component SDKs
When your needs outgrow the component SDKS, it is time to migrate to the Enterprise SDKs.

Viewer code
You can reuse the viewer code for Web based SDKs because all Java SDKs (JRC, RAS, and Enterprise) use the same Viewer SDK objects, all .NET SDKs (CR.NET, RAS and Enterprise) use the same Web Form Viewer, and the COM RAS and Enterprise SDKs use the same viewer objects.

Java Reporting Component (JRC) to Report Application Server (RAS)
The JRC uses the same code as RAS; therefore, to migrate to BusinessObjects Enterprise, change the import statements as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Java Reporting Component</th>
<th>Report Application Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>com.crystaldecisions.reports.sdk</td>
<td>com.crystaldecisions.sdk.occa.report.application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Report Object
- report = oReportAppFactory.openDocument((IInfoObject) oInfoObjects.get(0),0, java.util.Locale.ENGLISH);

Crystal Reports .NET to Report Application Server
You can use your CR.NET code in your Enterprise application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal Reports .NET</th>
<th>Report Application Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Related Content

Business Objects SDK Overview Diagram
This object model diagram takes you through some key questions to help you decide which SDKs are most appropriate for your needs.

Business Objects Community on the SAP Community Network
Visit the Business Objects Community for additional developer resources such as the Developer Library, sample applications, and other white papers.

Comparing the Enterprise and Web Services SDKs
BusinessObjects Enterprise and Crystal Reports Server provide the Web Services and the BusinessObjects Enterprise SDKs. This document will help you decide which SDK to use to access Enterprise services.
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